


Pocket Guide to Metaphysical Terms  
In metaphysics, there are many different terms that people use, and some of 

those terms aren’t used in everyday language. Over the past 20 years, I’ve 

experienced many different spiritual practices, modalities, and people. I’ve 

collected the most frequently used terms that people have inquired about. 

Please keep in mind; this Pocket Guide is a short and sweet reference to these 

terms. If any area intrigues you, feel free to explore the topic at your leisure.  

 

Animal Totem ~ Could be any living being from the animal, insect, reptile, bird, 

and sea life kingdom that supports you as a spirit ally on your journey as a 

human. There may be a few different animal totems that reveal themselves to 

you throughout your life, depending upon what type of support your soul 

needs at any given time.  

 

Aromatherapy ~ The practice of using the aroma or fragrance of essential oils 

and plants for emotional, mental, spiritual, and physical healing. Oils, herbs, 

and plants can be burned, worn on the skin, put in a diffuser, or inhaled as 

needed.  

 

Akashic Records aka The Hall of Records ~ The non-physical plane where all 

past, present, and future human experiences are documented. When one 

taps into the Akashic Records, one can retrieve information about their past, 

present, and future lives.  

 

Aura ~ The energy and atmosphere of a person, place, or thing. Auras are 

usually egg-shaped and surround the entire entity. Inside of the aura is 

everything that is connected to that individual; their thoughts, feelings, health, 

and spiritual beliefs. Auras can become damaged, strained, or even torn due 

to stress, toxic relationships/situations, and substance abuse. If an aura is 

damaged, the individual’s well-being and health can be compromised.  

 

Automatic Writing ~ A form of channeling where the channel allows his or her 

body to express the ideas or emotions of an entity that exists outside of his or 

her immediate life context.  



Chakra ~ Sanskrit word for spinning wheel. Humans have 7 main chakras, or 

spinning wheels of energy, throughout the body. There are 114 chakras 

throughout the body, which includes both the major and minor chakras. These 

wheels of energy are located within the physical, emotional, mental, and 

spiritual bodies. The goal is to have all 7 main chakras moving in a fluid circular 

motion. These energy centers affect our minds, bodies, emotions, and spirits. If 

one is out of whack, it can affect us on all levels.  

 

Channeling ~ Channeling allows the guidance, energy, and wisdom from 

another entity to flow to you and through you. These entities can be the higher 

self, guides, the God-consciousness, angels, masters, etc. There are 2 different 

forms of Channeling; trance channeling and conscious Channeling.  

 

Clairaudience ~ The psychic gift of hearing. The sounds that one hears are not 

heard with physical ears. Instead, they originate from within rather than 

externally.  

 

Claircognizance ~ The psychic ability to receive information through your 

thoughts telepathically. The information presents itself to you effortlessly without 

straining thinking.  

 

Clairsentience ~ The psychic ability to feel the energy of a person, place or 

thing. Clairsentients are usually empathic - meaning they can easily read a 

person, place, or thing by tuning into the energy surrounding the object.  

 

Clairvoyance ~ The psychic ability to see non-physical images. Clairvoyant 

people can often see auras and non-physical soul beings through pictures and 

movies.  

 

Clearing ~ Moving physical and non-physical debris can cause stagnancy in 

one’s life by lowering their vibration. Clearing can be done with sage, palo 

santo, Florida Water, aura cleansings, salt baths, chakra balancing, and 

physically removing clutter.  

 

Conscious Channeling ~ A form of mediumship where the channel maintains a 

conscious presence but agrees to allow expression of truths or images 

originating from another entity to come through to the individual but from a 



a filtered place. At any time, the channel is free to edit the material being 

presented or to refuse information when they are not comfortable with the 

information that is being offered.  

Cord Cutting ~ The act of cutting unhealthy emotional cords. The benefits from 

regular cord cuttings are increased stamina, healthy emotional, mental, and 

spiritual boundaries with others, keeping your aura intact, and being able to 

separate other people’s emotions from yours. Some cord-cutting methods are: 

using Mystical Moon Magic sprays/candles/soaps, bathing in Epsom salt, 

sealing your aura with a selenite wand, or asking Archangel Michael to cut the 

cords with his sword.  

 

CranioSacral Therapy ~ A form of alternative healing where the practitioner is 

licensed to gently touch the synarthrodial joints of the cranium and spine. This 

modality is known to relieve pain and improve the well-being of the individual.  

 

Crown Chakra ~ The crown chakra sits just above the top of the head. The 

color is an iridescent white. The crown connects us with the higher self, higher 

realms, and the source of all that is.  

 

Crystal ~ Minerals/gemstones that come from the Earth. Each crystal has a 

specific vibration that can be used to enhance energy, balance energy, and 

clear energy. Crystals may be held, worn, placed on the body, placed in a 

room, or used to create a specific intention.  

 

Empath ~ A person that has the ability to feel a person, place or thing’s energy 

field. If an empath isn’t careful, they will absorb their environment through their 

solar plexus chakras. Empaths often need to learn how to create healthy 

emotional boundaries with friends, family, and co-workers.  

 

Energy Vampire or Psychic Vampire ~ Someone that latches onto another 

person’s auric field through an emotional connection. The energy zapper 

usually isn’t aware that they are feeding off of the life force energy of the 

other. The person being drained can experience headaches, fatigue, 

restlessness, anger, frustration, and insomnia. Keeping healthy emotional 

boundaries with others, auric cleansing, and saging often helps break the 

unhealthy emotional connection. 



Entity ~ Anything that individuates itself into existence. An entity can be a 

person, place, or thing.  

 

Florida Water ~ A floral blend of perfumes and water that is used as a spiritual 

cleansing, blessing, and protection. You can add Florida Water to your mop 

bucket, spray bottle, and on a cloth to wipe down different areas of your 

space.  

 

Full Moon ~ The cycle of the Moon when it is at its full illumination and strength. 

An excellent time to make moon water and put your crystals and healing tools 

out to recharge with the Moon’s energy. The energy is so strong it affects 

people’s moods, the tides, and the animal kingdom.  

 

Goddess ~ A woman who embodies her femininity in totality aligns with her 

divine potential and uses her gifts and talents to the best of her abilities.  

 

Grounding ~ The goal of grounding is to bring an individual into the present 

moment by helping them to become anchored in their body. Some grounding 

techniques are: spending time out in nature with your bare feet touching the 

earth, holding crystals such as hematite, black tourmaline, and tiger’s eye, 

putting patchouli or any earthy oil on the bottoms of your feet, listening to or 

playing a drum. Being grounded helps the individual with their memory, their 

health, and their ability to consciously manifest their heart’s desires.  

 

Heart Chakra ~ The heart chakra is located in the chest, heart, lungs, and 

breast areas. The colors are green and pink. It is the center of our physical, 

emotional, mental, and spiritual bodies. This center connects us with the 

Divine, self, and relationship love.  

 

Higher Self ~ The divine self, soul, spirit that exists outside the human limitations 

of time and space without the personality self. It’s the eternal divine self that is 

connected to the universe and the divine intelligence of the cosmos.  



Magic ~ There are many different forms of magic. Magic is alchemy. Taking 

something and transforming it into something else. Most of the time, people 

work with an intention or desire and focus their attention on morphing the 

current thing and situation into something else. It is important to remember 

that you should only work your magic for yourself when working with magic.  

 

Meditation ~ Any activity that centers one’s focus and energy by 

disconnecting from the outside world and bringing the attention inwards. 

There are many different types of meditations. The goal is to quiet the mind/

ego and be receptive to the inner dialog of the higher self.  

 

Medium ~ A person who possesses the gift of connecting with and sharing 

information from non-physical entities such as crossed-over loved ones, angels, 

guides, masters, and pets.  

 

New Moon ~ Also known as the dark moon. The new moon is the time when 

the moon is invisible to the earth. The new moon is the perfect time to plant 

seeds for new beginnings during this new cycle.  

 

Oracle Cards ~ Oracle cards differ from Tarot Cards in that they do not 

contain 78 cards or traditional suits or court cards. Each Oracle deck is 

uniquely created through the author’s interpretation. Like Tarot cards, Oracle 

decks are used to receive messages for one’s journey through life.  

 
Palmistry ~ The practice and art of studying the lines on a person’s hands, 

fingers, and wrists to reveal their future and personality traits.  

 

Palo Santo ~ Palo Santo is also known as Holy Wood. It has been used for 

centuries by the Incas and other indigenous cultures to clear a person, place, 

or thing of negative energy. It not only cleanses the environment when lit but 

also blesses the area in which it is burned, aligns the chakras, and is said to 

bring good luck to the user.  

 

Past Life Reading ~ A private session that is geared towards the individual’s 

existence in a previous incarnation. One of the purposes of a past life reading 

is for you to understand more about karmic relationships and patterns that 

may have been carried over into this lifetime. 



Pendulum ~ A tool that is used to access the higher self for guidance, clarity, 

and answers to questions that one may have. Pendulums can be purchased 

at any metaphysical new age store. A pendulum can be made with a string, 

rope, or chain and a weighted object attached at the bottom, creating the 

pendulum.  

 

Psychic ~ A person that can receive information about the past, present, and 

future without any previous knowledge. A psychic receives information 

through the psychic senses such as clairvoyance, clairaudience, 

clairsentience, and/or claircognizance.  

 

Psychic Reading ~ A consultation where the psychic shares information to the 

receiver for the benefit of assisting them on their life's journey.  

 

Psychometry ~ Psychometry is the ability to use the sense of touch 

(clairsentience) to feel and interpret the energy of physical, people, or places.  

 

Reiki ~ A Japanese healing modality that is taught and passed down from 

teacher to student. This modality requires the student and teacher to be 

present in the same room so that the teacher can place sacred symbols in the 

student's physical aura. The student learns how to connect to the Universal 

healing energy and use it to benefit the healing of others and self.  

 

Ritual ~ A routine and ceremony that is done in a specific order every time. 

Some people have their nighttime ritual of brushing their teeth, washing their 

face, and saying their prayers before bed. A spiritual ritual might look like the 

following; sage, light a candle, write down an intention, call in spiritual 

assistance and guidance, and then sitting in a comfortable position, ready for 

meditation.  

 

Root Chakra ~ The root chakra is located from the hips down to the feet. It 

governs the areas of family, love, security, and social relationships. The color is 

red. 



Sacral Chakra ~ The sacral chakra is located in the reproductive area, the 

hips, and the spleen. The color is orange. The areas connected with it are 

creativity, sensuality, fertility, and passion for life.  

 

Saging/Smudge ~ A spiritual clearing ritual that uses the sage plant to cleanse 

a person, place, or thing of negative energy.  

 

Shamanism ~ An ancient indigenous spiritual practice of connecting and 

honoring nature and creation often through ceremony by connecting within 

the Earthly realms, elements, and elementals for healing, connecting to source 

and alchemy.  

 

Solar Plexus Chakra ~ The solar plexus is located in the stomach area. The 

color is yellow, and the areas of our lives it governs are our willpower, desire, 

emotions, and gut feelings/intuition.  

 

Soul Group ~ A collective group of souls that incarnate for different 

experiences for the evolution of the individual and group collective.  

 

Soul Retrieval ~ A healing modality that is facilitated by a person with 

shamanic training who travels into the different layers of the earth to retrieve 

aspects of the soul that have been fragmented from trauma either in this 

lifetime or previous lifetimes.  

 

Spirit Guide ~ Non-physical helpers that are dedicated to assisting you on your 

journey. Some spirit guides are crossed over loved ones, and some are from 

other lifetimes. Almost all spirit guides are from your soul group. Most people 

have 4 or 5 spirit guides that remain with them throughout their lives.  

 

Spiritual Alignment ~ To be in sync with your spiritual potential and soul’s 

destiny. When one is in spiritual alignment with their soul’s destiny, life flows 

more smoothly, and the individual experiences personal fulfillment. If 

someone’s life is chaotic and discombobulated, they probably are not in 

spiritual alignment with their soul’s trajectory in that lifetime. 



Tarot Cards ~ A system of divination that goes back to the 14th century. A 

traditional tarot deck has 78 cards. There are 22 major arcana cards that 

represent the major karmic events an individual experiences during their 

lifetime. There are 56 minor arcana cards that are broken down into 4 

different suites: swords, pentacles, cups, and wands. They also have court 

cards: the King, Queen, Knight, and Page.  

 

Third Eye Chakra ~ The third eye sits in the center of the forehead. The color 

is purple/indigo. It’s the center for clairvoyance and the ability to see 

psychic energy.  

 

Throat Chakra ~ Located in the throat, neck, mouth, and ears. The color is 

light blue. The throat chakra is our communication and creative expression 

center.  

 

Trance Channeling ~ A form of mediumship where an individual gives up 

conscious control of their body and gives it over to an outside entity to be 

used as an instrument of communication. During these sessions, the 

channel has no knowledge or recollection of what is taking place.  

 

Waning Moon ~ The phase of the moon that is between the full and new 

moon. It is ideal for releasing, let go, and flush out what no longer serves an 

individual—for example, ~ losing weight, breaking or releasing an unhealthy 

habit, decluttering one’s office/home.  

 

Waxing Moon ~ The phase of the moon between the new moon and full 

moon. This is a time of building momentum towards one’s goals and, for 

example ~ manifesting a new job, a new home, more money.  

 

Wicca ~ The ancient spiritual practice of honoring the natural cycles of 

nature as well as the elements: earth, water, air, and fire. 

To expand your understanding even more, 
check out Psychic Development 101, by Laurie Barraco.

https://lauriebarraco.com/shop/



